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Abstract

We study conditions under which line search Newton methods for nonlinear systems

of equations and optimization fail due to the presence of singular non�stationary points�

These points are not solutions of the problem and are characterized by the fact that

Jacobian or Hessian matrices are singular� It is shown that� for systems of nonlinear

equations� the interaction between the Newton direction and the merit function can

prevent the iterates from escaping such non�stationary points� The unconstrained min�

imization problem is also studied� and conditions under which false convergence cannot

occur are presented� Several examples illustrating failure of Newton iterations for con�

strained optimization are also presented� The paper concludes by showing that a class

of line search feasible interior methods cannot exhibit convergence to non�stationary

points�
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� Introduction

It is well known that a Newton method with no globalization strategy can behave quite
unpredictably� but that use of a line search stabilizes the iteration so that� in most cases�
it makes steady progress towards a solution� We wish to consider the question of when
singularity of the Jacobian or Hessian can cause serious di	culties for line search Newton
methods� If we allow the possibility of singularity� there are in principle many forms that
failure could take
 for example� the method may break down� the iterates might oscillate
between two non�stationary points� or they could converge to a non�stationary point� Our
view is that� when methods fail in practice� there is often apparent convergence to a spu�
rious solution� or at least� negligible progress toward the solution� Therefore we consider
convergence to a non�solution point to be a failure of practical interest� and in this paper
we study conditions under which it can occur� We will analyze the performance of Newton
methods on three classes of problems� systems of nonlinear equations� unconstrained and
constrained optimization�

A line search Newton method for solving a system of n nonlinear equations F x� � � in
n unknowns takes the form�

dk � �F �xk�
��F xk� ���a�

xk�� � xk � �kdk� ���b�

where the steplength �k is chosen to reduce a merit function � along dk� The merit function
is often taken to be

�x� � �
�
kF x�k��� ����

It is well known that this iteration cannot be guaranteed to converge to a solution of the
nonlinear system
 in particular if an iterate is near a local minimizer �x of �� then the iteration
may converge to �x even though we could have that F �x� �� �� A reasonable expectation for
a practical Newton method is� however� that it continue until it �nds a stationary point of
the merit function �� i�e�� a point such that r�x� � �� For the Newton iteration ���� this
can be mathematically guaranteed under the condition that the Jacobian F �xk� is bounded
away from singularity for all k and that the steplength �k provides su	cient decrease in �
at each iteration see e�g� �����

There is a well known example of the type of failure that is the subject of this paper�
Powell ���� describes a nonlinear system of equations for which the iteration ���� with an
exact line search converges to a point z that is not stationary for the merit function � and
where F � becomes singular� This is disturbing because there are directions of search from
z that allow us to both decrease the merit function and move toward the solution� but the
algorithm is unable to generate such directions� W�achter and Biegler ���� have recently
described another example of failure of a Newton iteration in the context of constrained
optimization� They show that a class of interior methods can fail to generate a feasible point
for a simple problem in three variables� and that the iterates do not approach a stationary
point of any measure of infeasibility for the problem� In this paper we present conditions
under which failures due to singularities can occur� as well as conditions that ensure that
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failure cannot take place� We present several examples illustrating the role of the merit
function and the behavior of the search direction in various cases�

In section �� we study the solution of nonlinear systems of equations and show that the
interaction between the Newton direction dk and the merit function in a neighborhood of
singular non�stationary points can cause convergence to such points� We also demonstrate
by means of an example� that although simple regularization techniques can prevent con�
vergence to non�stationary points� regularized Newton iterations can be very ine	cient if
they approach such points� A trust region approach� on the other hand� performs e	ciently
on the same example� In section � we study the solution of unconstrained minimization
problems and present conditions under which false convergence cannot occur� These results
suggest that there is fundamental di�erence between unconstrained minimization problems
and systems of nonlinear equations in that convergence to singular non�stationary points
seems much less likely for minimization problems� In section � we consider constrained
optimization problems� We present two examples illustrating failure of Newton iterations
that are di�erent from those described by W�achter and Biegler� We conclude section � by
showing that a class of feasible interior methods cannot converge to non�stationary points
if an appropriate merit function is used�

Notation� Throughout the paper k � k denotes the Euclidean norm of a vector� RA� the
range space of the matrix A� and macheps the machine unit roundo� error�

� Systems of Nonlinear Equations

In this section we consider the solution of a nonlinear system of equations

F x� � �� ����

where F is a twice continuously di�erentiable mapping from IRn to IRn� We are interested
in studying the convergence of the line search Newton iteration ���� to points that are
neither solutions of ���� nor stationary points for the merit function �����

De�nition ��� A point z � IRn is a singular non�stationary point for problem ����� with
respect to the merit function �� if

F z� �� �� F �z� is singular and r�z� �� �� ����

As mentioned in the introduction� it is well known that the line search Newton iteration
can converge to singular non�stationary points�

Example � Powell ����� Consider the problem of �nding a solution of the nonlinear
system

F x� y� �
�

x
��x�x � ���� � �y�

�
�

�
�
�

�
� ����
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The unique solution is x�� y�� � �� ��� Let us try to solve the problem using the Newton
iteration ���� where �k is chosen to minimize � along dk� It has been proved in ���� that�
starting from

x�� y�� � �� ��� ����

the iterates converge to the point z � ������� �������� That z is not a stationary point for
� is apparent from Figure � where we plot � in the region of interest� More speci�cally� the
directional derivative of � at z in the direction x�� y��� z is negative� Note also that F � is
singular at z� as it is all along the x axis� Therefore the Newton iteration converged to a
singular non�stationary point for this problem� �
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Figure �� Plot of �x� y� � �
�
kF x� y�k� for Example ��

Nonlinear systems of equations typically contain many singular non�stationary points�
but the Newton iteration is often not attracted to them� The goal of this section is to try
to understand why the Newton iterates converge to some of these points� but not to others�

To motivate the analysis that follows� let us refer again to Figure �� The whole half�line

� � fx� y� � y � �� x � �g ����

consists of singular non�stationary points� and choosing certain initial guesses x�� y��� the
iteration converges to di�erent points on �� An examination of the numerical test mentioned
in Example � shows that� as the iterates approach the singular half�line �� the Newton
directions dk become increasingly longer and ever more perpendicular to the half line ��
but due to the local� convexity of the merit function � along these directions� the line
search forces the iterates to approach �� Without this convexity property the iterates would
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move away from the singular half�line� This suggests that the interaction between the
Newton direction and the merit function plays a crucial role in provoking convergence to a
singular non�stationary point� This phenomenon is described in Theorem ��� below� Before
presenting this result� we introduce some notation and assumptions�

Let z � IRn be a singular non�stationary point� i�e�� a point that satis�es ����� Suppose�
in addition� that

rankF �z�� � n� �� and ���a�

F z� �� RF �z��� ���b�

Later on we will see that the rank assumption ���a� can be generalized to allow any degree of
rank�de�ciency� but that the range assumption ���b� is necessary to establish Theorem ����

We de�ne the singular value decompositions

F �xk� � Uk�kV
T
k � F �z� � U�V T � ����

and denote the columns of Uk and Vk by uk� � � � � � u
k
n� and vk� � � � � � v

k
n� respectively� and the

singular values by �k� � � � � � �kn� A similar notation without the superscript k� will be
used for the singular vectors and values of F �z�� From assumption ���a� we have that
�� � � � � � �n�� � �n � � and that vn spans the null space of F �z��

The following result shows that� if in a neighborhood of a singular non�stationary point
z� the merit function satis�es a local� convexity condition along the Newton directions dk�
then the total displacements xk�� � xk become arbitrarily small near z� The convexity
assumption will be phrased in terms of the second directional derivative of � along a vector
v� which we write as D��x
 v��

Theorem ��� Consider the Newton iteration ���� where �k is the �rst local minimizer

of the merit function �x� � �
�
kF x�k�� Let z be a singular non�stationary point of prob�

lem ���� satisfying �����

�i� If

D��z
 vn� �
nX
i��

Fiz� v
T
nr�Fiz�vn � �� ����

then for any 	 � �� there is a 
 � � such that� if kxk � zk � 
 and F �xk� is

nonsingular� we have that kxk�� � xkk � 	�

�ii� On the other hand� if D��z
 vn� � �� then for all su�ciently small 
 � �� there

exists a constant T � � such that� if kxk � zk � 
 and F �xk� is nonsingular� then

kxk�� � xkk � T �

Proof� Using the singular value decomposition ���� of F �xk�� the Newton direction can
be written as

dk � � �F �xk�
���

F xk� � �
nX
i��

uki �
TF xk�

�ki
vki � ����
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Since by ���a�
RF �z�� � spanfu�� � � � � un��g�

assumption ���b� implies that F z�Tun �� �� Therefore ukn�
TF xk� is bounded away from

zero for all xk in a neighborhood of z� By continuity of singular values� �kn approaches
zero as xk approaches z� while the other singular values remain bounded away from zero�
These facts and ���� imply that the norm of dk becomes arbitrarily large� and its direction
arbitrarily parallel to vn� as xk approaches z� That is�

lim
xk�z

kdkk �	 and lim
xk�z

dk
kdkk � vn� �����

To estimate the steplength �k we de�ne the function

hk�� � �xk � �dk�kdkk�� �����

which is the restriction of the merit function � along the normalized Newton direction� We
compute the steplength of the Newton iteration by �nding the �rst local minimizer of the
function hk��� obtaining� say �k� Note� however� that �k is not the steplength parameter �k
in ���b� since hk is de�ned in terms of the normalized Newton direction� but it is related
to �k by

�k �
�k
kdkk �

It follows that the total displacement of the Newton iteration is

kxk�� � xkk � �kkdkk � �k� �����

and our goal is therefore to estimate the magnitude of �k�
By di�erentiating �� we have

r�x� � F �x�TF x� ����a�

r��x� � F �x�TF �x� �
nX
i��

Fix�r�Fix�� ����b�

Recalling ������ ����a� and the �rst equality in ����� we obtain

h�k�� � dk�
TF �xk�

TF xk��kdkk
� �kF xk�k��kdkk � �� �����

It also follows from ������ that the second derivative of hk�� is given by

h��k�� �

�
dk
kdkk

�T
r��

�
xk � �

dk
kdkk

��
dk
kdkk

�
� �����

Case �i� Let us assume that  � D��z
 vn� � �� We write ����� as

h��k�� � �dk�kdkk� xk� ��� �����
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where the function � is de�ned as

�w� x� �� � wTr��x� �w�w� �����

Note that � is a continuous function in a neighborhood of z� vn� ���
Recalling ����b�� and the fact that vn is a null vector of F �z�� it follows that

 � D��z
 vn� � vTnr��z�vn

�
nX
i��

Fiz� v
T
nr�Fiz�vn

� �vn� z� ��� �����

By ������ ������ the second relation in ������ and continuity of the function �� we know
that there exist positive values 
� and T such that if kxk � zk � 
� and � � T then

h��k�� � �
�
 � �� �����

Additionally� by the �rst relation in ������ the continuity of F � and ������

lim
xk�z

h�k�� � �� �����

which implies there exists 
� � 
� such that for all kxk � zk � 
��

jh�k��j � �
�
T� �����

We will now combine ������ ����� and ����� to show that �k becomes arbitrarily small
as xk approaches z� A Taylor expansion and ����� give

hk�� � hk�� � �h�k�� �
�
�
��

� hk�� � �
h
h�k�� �

�
�
�
i
� �����

for kxk � zk � 
� and � � T � Note that the term inside the square brackets is non�negative
for � � ��h�k���� Thus inequality ����� implies that for such xk� there must be a local
minimizer of hk�� in the interval ����h�k���� and� by ������ this interval is contained
in �� T �� Thus� the �rst local minimizer �k of hk�� satis�es

�k �
��h�k��


�

Therefore� by ������ for any 	 � � there exists 
 � �� 
�� such that if kxk � zk � 
 then
kxk�� � xkk � �k � 	�

Case �ii� Let us assume now that  � D��z
 vn� � �� The continuity of the function
� de�ned by ����� implies that there exist constants 
� � � and T � � such that if
kxk � zk � 
� and � � T � then

h��k�� � �
�
� �����
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A Taylor expansion� ����� and the fact that h�k�� � � give that

h�k�� � h�k�� �
�
�
 � �

�
 � � �����

for kxk�zk � 
� and � � ��� T �� Therefore� the minimizers of hk lie in the interval �T��	��
and hence kxk�� � xkk � T � �

We should note that the convexity assumption ���� implies� not only that � is con�
vex at z along the null direction vn� but that along that direction � actually has a one�
dimensional minimizer at z� This follows from the fact that D�z
 vn� � vTnF

�z�TF z� � �
and from ����� Therefore when x is close to z and the Newton direction is closely aligned
with vn� the �rst one�dimensional minimizer of � along the Newton direction will be close
to z� This is the mechanism that prevents the iterates from immediately running away from
a singular non�stationary stationary point�

However� this argument does not necessarily imply convergence to a non�stationary
point� All that Theorem ��� states is that if the iterates fall su	ciently close to such a
singular non�stationary point z� the displacements will be arbitrarily small� Mathematically�
this means that an arbitrarily large number of iterations can be made in a neighborhood
of a singular non�stationary point� This has important practical implications� as most
implementations of Newton�s method will terminate in this situation� either because of an
explicit stopping test of the form kxk���xkk � 	� or because in �nite precision we will have
�xk � �kdk� � �xk�� which will cause a failure in the line search procedure� It is clear
that the conditions of Theorem ��� can lead to convergence to a singular non�stationary
point in some cases� but whether it always does is an open question�

The assumption that the line search computes the �rst local minimizer of the merit
function �� can be replaced� for example� by a line search that �nds a steplength belonging
to the �rst interval of steplengths satisfying the Wolfe conditions

�xk � �kdk� � �xk� � � �kr�xk�Tdk ����a�

r�xk � �kdk�
Tdk � �r�xk�T dk� ����b�

where � and � are constants that satisfy � � � � � � �
 see e�g� ����� Let us consider how
the proof can be extended to cover this case� In case i� little change is needed since all
such points lie in the interval ����h�k���� speci�ed in the proof� In case ii�� the Wolfe
condition ����b�� which can be written as h�k�k� � �h�k��� does not hold for all � � ��� T �
by virtue of the �rst inequality in ������ Therefore� all the acceptable points will lie in the
interval �T��	��

This analysis will not apply� however� to a line search that backtracks from the unit
steplength because� since the lengths of the Newton directions tend to in�nity� the steplength
�k � � would result in trial points of increasingly large magnitude� To extend Theorem ���
to a backtracking line search would require a stronger assumption� for example� that the
merit function is unimodal along the sequence of rays fxk � �dk
 � � �g�
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Example ��Revisited The Jacobian of the function �����

F �x� y� �

�
� �

��x� ����� �y

�
�

is singular on the half�line ����� and we can de�ne vn � �� ��T � It is easy to show that for
any point z on the half�line �� the rank and range conditions ���� hold and D��z� vn� � ��
Thus Theorem ��� applies to this example and predicts that the lengths of the Newton
displacements tend to zero in a neighborhood of the half line ��

Figure � plots the estimated length of the Newton displacements for problem ���� for
all values of x� y� in a grid over the region ��� �� 
 ���� ��� We estimate the length of the
Newton displacement� which by ����� is the steplength �k to the �rst local minimizer of
hk� by means of the length of the one�dimensional Newton step on hk� which is given by
�h�k���h��k��� This estimate is increasingly accurate as x approaches the singular half�line�
In Figure � we plot �xk� yk� � �h�k���h��k��� for all xk� yk� on the grid� The function � is
not de�ned on the half�line y � �� but as expected its limit is zero as one approaches that
half�line� �
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Figure �� Estimated lengths of the Newton steps on Example ��

The assumption that F �z� has rank n � � was made for simplicity� and the proof of
Theorem ��� can easily be extended to the case in which F �z� is singular with an arbitrary
rank de�ciency� We now restate the theorem including all the generalizations discussed so
far�
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Theorem ��� Consider the Newton iteration ���� where �k is either the �rst local mini�
mizer of the merit function �x� � �

�
kF x�k� or belongs to the �rst interval of steplengths

satisfying the Wolfe conditions ������ Let z be a singular non�stationary point of prob�

lem ���� satisfying ���b�� If the matrix

nX
i��

Fiz�r�Fiz� �����

is positive de�nite on the null space of F �z�� then for any 	 � �� there is a 
 � � such that�

if kxk�zk � 
 and F �xk� is nonsingular� we have that kxk���xkk � 	� On the other hand�

if the matrix ����� is negative de�nite on the null space of F �z�� then for all 
 su�ciently

small� there exists a constant T � � such that if kxk � zk � 
 then kxk�� � xkk � T �

We conclude this section by showing that the range assumption ���b� is necessary in
Theorem ��� or Theorem ����� Speci�cally� we will now show that if

F z� � RF �z���

and if all the other conditions of Theorem ��� or Theorem ���� hold� there are problems
for which the conclusions of this theorem are valid� and others for which they are not�

Let us examine the problem

F x� y� � x� � y�� y��T � ��

The point z � �� �� is a singular non�stationary point at which the conditions ���a�
and ���� hold� but ���b� is violated� Consider the starting point x�� y�� with y� �� ��
It is easy to see that the Newton step d� points directly to the solution �� ��� and that
� � �

�
kFk� decreases monotonically along d�� from x�� y�� to the solution� Thus� with

either an exact or backtracking line search� the total displacement kx�� y��� x�� y��k will
be bounded below� regardless of how close is x�� y�� to �� ��� Therefore� in this example�
the conclusion i� of Theorem ��� does not hold�

In the following example� on the other hand� the range assumption ���b� is violated�
but conclusion i� of Theorem ��� is still valid�

Example � The only solution of the system of equations

F x� y� � x� y�� �x� ��y�T � �� �����

is �� ��� Let us de�ne the line
T � f�� y� � y � IRg�

We will show that if the starting point x�� y�� belongs to the set T n f�� ��g� then the
iterates generated by Newton�s method are con�ned to T � The point �� �� is excluded as
initial point because the Jacobian is singular at this point��

Let �� yk� be an iterate in T n f�� ��g� Since the Newton direction is given by

dk � � �F ��� yk�
���

F �� yk� �
�

�y�k

�
� ��yk

��yk �

��
� � y�k

�

�
�

�
�

���y�
k

�yk

�
� �����
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the next iterate xk��� yk��� � xk� yk���kdk also belongs to T � Note that on T � the merit
function takes the form

��� y� � �
�
kF �� y�k� � �

�
� � y���� �����

and that

r��� y� � F ��� y�TF �� y� � � � y��

�
�
�y

�
�

which implies that

kr��� y�k � � � y��
q
� � �y� � � �����

for all y� The line T therefore is not only disjoint from the solution set f�� ��g of ������
but contains no stationary points for � � �

�
kFk��

Denoting by dy�k the second element of dk� we observe from ����� that signdy�k� �
� signyk�� so that d always points in the direction of the singular non�stationary point
z � �� ��� Therefore� a backtracking line search or a line search that enforces the Wolfe
conditions ����� would force the iterates to converge to z� Note� from ����� that an exact
line search would immediately lead to z��

Thus� in this case� the length of the displacements tends to zero near z� so that the
conclusion i� of Theorem ��� holds� Note that the assumptions ���a� and ���� are satis�ed
at z but ���b� is violated�

��� Regularized Newton Method

In most practical line search implementations of Newton�s method for systems of nonlinear
equations� a modi�cation is introduced if the Jacobian matrix is singular or nearly singular�
One could therefore speculate that singular non�stationary points of the type described
above do not pose real di	culties in practice since the modi�ed iteration will not converge
to them� However� as we now show by means of an example� if the modi�cation takes
the form of a regularization whose only objective is to ensure that the iteration matrix
is not close to singular� the iteration can be very ine	cient in the presence of singular
non�stationary points�

The most common form of regularization consists of replacing the standard Newton
equations ���a� by

F �xk�
TF �xk� � I�d � �F �xk�

TF xk�� �����

where  � � is chosen so that the eigenvalues of the matrix on the left hand side are greater
than a certain threshold value
 see for example ��� section ����� A problematic aspect of this
approach is the selection of the threshold value� and hence � To illustrate this� we applied
this modi�ed Newton iteration to problem ����� using a backtracking line search on the
merit function � � �

�
kFk�� The starting point was x�� y�� � ���� ����� which is near� but

not extremely close to the singular line y � ��
The regularization was performed as follows� We �rst choose a �xed value of � and

if the eigenvalues of the matrix F �
k�
TF �

k are larger than or equal to � then the step is
computed by the standard Newton iteration ���a�
 otherwise the step is computed by ������



��

The results are given in Table � for various values of the parameter � We report the
total number of iterations performed iter�� the number of iterations in which the step was
computed by ����� � reg�� and the �nal values of kFk and kr�k� We used double precision
IEEE arithmetic� and terminated the iteration when kFkk � ����� or when the line search
could not produce a lower value of the merit function after ��� trials� We also imposed a
limit of ���� iterations� This example indicates that singular non�stationary points can be

 iter � reg final kFk final kr�k
� ��� � �����e��� 	�

�e���p
macheps ����� 	�� �����e��� 	�

�e���

�e�	 ����� 	�� ���
e��� 	���	e���

�e�� ����� �	� ��
��e��	 ���	e���

�e�� ����� ��	 ����e�� ��	��e���

Table �� Regularized Newton method ����� on Example �� �� Line search failed� �� max�
imum number of iterations reached
 macheps � ���� 
 ������

troublesome for a line search Newton iteration� even for a large value of the regularization
parameter� such as  � ���� We note that in these runs the largest eigenvalue of F �

k�
TF �

k

was of order ���� so that the regularization value  � ��� is not numerically insigni�cant
with respect to this large eigenvalue�

A regularization based on the singular value decomposition does not perform any better
in this example� We implemented it as follows� At the current iterate xk� we compute the
singular value decomposition ���� of F �xk�� and based on it� we de�ne the modi�cation

Uk
 �kV

T
k �

where the diagonal entries of  �k are given by

 �i � max�i� � i � �� � � � � n�

and  � � is the regularization parameter� The modi�ed Newton direction is de�ned as

dk � �Vk  ���
k UT

k Fk�

Applying this method with the same initial point and backtracking line search as before�
we observed that� for  � ���� the distance to the solution is still kxk�x�k � O����� after
���� iterations� In ��� of these iterations the modi�cation occurred� Smaller values of 
gave similar� or worse performance�

Given that regularization techniques were so unsuccessful on this problem� it is inter�
esting to ask how a trust region method would perform on this problem� From the point
of view of global convergence theory� trust region methods are not a�ected by singular
non�stationary points� but we would like to observe their behavior on Example �� To this
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end� we consider the Levenberg�Morrison�Marquardt trust region method see e�g� ���� that
computes a step d by solving the subproblem

min
d
kFk � F �

kdk� subject to kdk � !k�

where !k is the trust region radius� It is well known that the solution of this problem has
the form ������ for some value  � ��

We solved problem ���� using the code LMDER from the MINPACK package ��� which
implements the Levenberg�Morrison�Marquardt method� using again the starting point
���� ����� In Table � we report whether the step reduced the merit function kFk su	�
ciently and was accepted Acc�� or whether it was rejected Rej�
 the value of the merit
function
 and the "Levenberg�Marquardt# parameter chosen by the algorithm� which is the
value of  in ������ We also report the eigenvalues of F �

k�
TF �

k eig�� The iteration was
stopped when kFkk � ����� The Levenberg�Morrison�Marquardt method was very e	cient

iter kFk  eig

� ��
��e��� ���	e��� �����e��� ��	�e���

� Rej �����e��� ��
��e��� ����e��� ���
	e���

� Acc ��	��e��� ����	e��� ����
e��� ����
e���

 Acc ����e��� ����	e��� ��	��e��� �����e���

	 Acc ����e��� ����
e��� ���	�e��� ���
e���

� Acc 
�	��e��� ����e�� ��
��e�� ����
e���


 Rej ����	e��� 	����e��� ���
e��� �����e��

� Acc ����e��� ����e��	 �����e��� ��	�e��

� Acc 
���e��� �����e��� ���e��� ����e��	

� Acc ����	e��� �����e��� ��	��e��� �����e��	

�� Acc 	�	
�e��
 �����e��� ��
�e��� �����e��	

�� Acc �����e��
 �����e��� ����e��� �����e��	

�� Acc �����e���

Table �� Levenberg�Morrison�Marquardt trust region method on Example �

in this example� taking only �� iterations to solve the problem to the prescribed accuracy�
Note that the parameter  varied signi�cantly� taking values within the wide range ��� �����
Also observe that once the iterates reached a neighborhood of the solution� pure Newton
steps with  � �� were taken during the last � iterations� We note that the value of 
reported in the table is that used to obtain the function value in the next line
 in particular
 � �����e � �� gave rise to a successful step with the new function value �������

� Unconstrained Minimization

We have seen in the previous section that a line search Newton iteration for solving systems
of nonlinear equations can be attracted to singular non�stationary points� We now study
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whether a similar phenomenon can take place when solving an unconstrained minimization
problem�

min fx�� ����

where f � IRn � IR is a smooth function� We will consider the Newton iteration

r�fxk�dk � �rfxk� ���a�

xk�� � xk � �kdk� ���b�

where �k is a steplength chosen to satisfy the Wolfe conditions

fxk � �kdk� � fxk� � � �krfxk�Tdk ���a�

rfxk � �kdk�
Tdk � �rfxk�T dk� ���b�

where the constants � and � satisfy � � � � � � ��
We would like to know whether this iteration can converge to a singular non�stationary

point z� which we de�ne as follows�

De�nition ��� A point z � IRn is called a singular non�stationary point for the uncon�
strained optimization problem ���� if

rfz� �� �� and r�fz� is positive semi�de�nite and singular�

We begin by introducing some notation� We denote the eigenpairs of r�fxk� by

�k� � � � � � �kn and vk� � � � � � v
k
n� ����

and let
�� � � � � � �n and v�� � � � � vn

denote the eigenpairs of r�fz�� We assume that the eigenvectors always form an orthonor�
mal set�

The question of whether the Newton iteration ���� can converge to a singular non�
stationary point was posed by Fletcher ��� p� ���� while comparing the convergence prop�
erties of algorithms for nonlinear equations and optimization� However� to the best of our
knowledge� this question has not been investigated� Fletcher states using our notation��

�I�f F �xk� loses rank in the limit� then convergence �of Newton�s method for
systems of equations� to a non�stationary point can occur ����� The situation
may therefore be more severe than with Newton�s method for minimization� for
which no such example with xk � z� rfz� �� �� fr�fxk�g positive de�nite
and r�fz� singular� has been developed to my knowledge�

We now establish a result showing that� in many cases� the Newton iteration cannot
converge to a singular non�stationary point�

Lemma ��� Suppose that f is twice continuously di�erentiable� and that r�fxk� is posi�
tive de�nite for all k so that the Newton iteration ����	���� is well de�ned� Assume that

z � IRn is a singular non�stationary point of problem ����� with rankr�fz�� � n��� and
that rfz� �� Rr�fz��� Then� the iterates fxkg are bounded away from z�
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Proof� As in the previous section� it will be useful to work with a merit function based
on a normalized direction� and therefore we de�ne

hk�� � fxk � �dk�kdkk�� ����

Then

h�k�� � rfTk dk�kdkk� h��k�� � dTkr�fxk � �
dk
kdkk

�dk�kdkk�� ����

Note from ���b� that the total displacement is

�k � �kkdkk � kxk�� � xkk� ����

We can write the curvature condition ���b� as

h�k�k� � �h�k���

This expression and the mean value theorem give

h�k�k� � h�k�� � �kh
��
k�k� � �h�k��� ����

for some scalar �k � �� �k�� Let us assume that xk is not a stationary point� so that
h�k�� � �� This fact� inequality ����� and the assumption � � �� imply that h��k�k� � ��
Therefore

�k � � � ��h�k��

h��k�k�
� ����

Using ���� and ���� we have that

dk � �
n��X
i��

rfTk vki �
�ki

vki �
rfTk vkn�

�kn
vkn�

and recalling ����� we obtain

h�k�� � �
Pn��

i�� rfTk vki ����ki � rfTk vkn����knqPn��
i��

	rfTk vki ��ki 
� � 	rfTk vkn��kn
� � �����

With the purpose of �nding a contradiction� assume that there is a subsequence fxkig of
the iterates that converges to a singular non�stationary point z� Since rfz� �� Rr�fz���
we have that

rfz�T vn �� �� �����

and thus frfTkivkin g does not tend to zero as i �	� Therefore� as �kin � �n � �� we have
that

jrfTkivkin j��kin � �	�

Using this limit and ����� in ������ and since the other terms in the summations in �����
are bounded� we obtain

h�ki��� �jrfz�T vnj �� ��
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which shows that fh�ki��g is bounded away from zero�
Recalling that ffxk�g is decreasing� the �rst Wolfe condition ���a�� the �rst equality

in ���� and ����� we deduce that

fxki�� fxki��� � fxki�� fxki���

� �� �kirfxki�T dki
� �� �kih�ki��� �����

Now� fxki�� fxki���� �� as ffxki�g is convergent� Recalling that fh�ki��g is bounded
away from zero� relation ����� implies that �ki � �� Also� since r�f is continuous� by ����
we have that fh��ki��g is bounded� All these facts contradict ����� as they imply that� for
the subsequence fxkig� the right hand side of ���� is bounded away from zero while the left
hand side tends to zero� �

What this result tells us is that� when rankr�fz�� � n � �� Newton�s method for
minimization cannot converge to the singular non�stationary point z� except possibly� in
the fairly special case when rfz� � Rr�fz��� We have not been able to �nd an example
of such false convergence when rfz� � Rr�fz��� nor have we investigated the case when
the rank of r�fx� is less than n � �� Therefore the question of whether Lemma ��� can
be proved under weaker assumptions must be considered open� It is clear� though� that as
Fletcher observes� convergence to a singular non�stationary point appears much less likely
in this case than in the case of a general nonlinear system�

The assumption that r�fxk� is positive de�nite for all k may appear to be restrictive�
given that r�fz� is assumed to be singular� We make this assumption because a practical
line search Newton method would modify the Hessian if its eigenvalues are not su	ciently
positive� and this modi�cation makes it even less likely that the iterates will converge to
z� Thus� we are showing that even in an unfavorable situation� convergence to a singular
non�sationary point cannot take place�

If we ask what it is about the case of minimization that makes such failure less likely
than for nonlinear systems of equations� we observe that the Newton iteration ���� is special
in two ways� First� it is a special case of a Newton iteration for nonlinear systems in which
the Jacobian is always symmetric� Second� the line search is performed on the objective
function f rather than the norm of the nonlinear system i�e�� the norm of the gradient in
the unconstrained minimization case�� It appears that this second factor is crucial� since
in the case of minimization the step along the Newton direction minimizes the objective
based on �rst and second derivative of the objective function� but when we do a line search
on the norm of the nonlinear system we do not have with Newton�s method� access to the
second derivative of that function�

� Constrained Optimization

We now study whether convergence to singular non�stationary points can also take place in
the context of constrained optimization� We will consider problems of the form

min fx� subject to gx� � �� ����
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where f � IRn �� IR and g � IRn �� IRm are smooth functions� We will restrict our attention
to the behavior of interior point methods� which solve a sequence of barrier problems of the
form

min
x

��x� � fx�� �
mX
i��

ln gix�� ����

where � � � is the barrier parameter� To facilitate the analysis� we will study algorithms
that decrease � only after the optimality conditions of the barrier problem have been sat�
is�ed to some accuracy$as opposed to algorithms that rede�ne � at every iteration�

An optimization algorithm can fail to solve a problem because it never achieves feasi�
bility� or if it does� because it cannot attain optimality� We will begin by considering the
latter case� and in section ��� we will study failures to achieve feasibility�

��� Failure in the Feasible Case

The following example shows that a line search interior method in which the merit function
is the norm of the perturbed KKT error� can converge to a singular non�stationary point
even if all the iterates are feasible�

Example � Consider the one�variable problem

min �
	
x� ��	 � x subject to x � �� ����

whose only optimal solution is x� � �� We use a primal�dual line search interior method to
solve this problem� This amounts ��� �� �� ��� to applying the Newton iteration ���� to the
perturbed KKT conditions for ����� which are given by

F�x� �� �

�
x� ��� � �� �

x�� �

�
�

�
�
�

�
� ����

where � is the Lagrange multiplier� Let us choose the barrier parameter as � � ����� After
some algebraic manipulations one can show that the system ���� has only one solution�
which is approximately �
 ���	� ������ and which satis�es the non�negativity bounds

x� � � �� ����

Moreover� one can also show that this solution is the only stationary point of the merit
function

��x� �� �
�
�
kF�x� ��k�� ����

It would therefore appear that this merit function is appropriate for this problem
 see ���
section ����� ����

We applied Newton�s method to ���� with � �xed at ����� The steplength �k was com�
puted by means of a backtracking line search on ����� starting always with the steplength
of �� The initial point is chosen as x�� ��� � �� ��� which is feasible� Table � reports the
output of the run�
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k xk �k �k cosr��� dk� �� kr��k
� ������e��� ������e��� ����e��� �����e��� ��	�e��� ��e���

� ������e��� 	��
��e��� ����e��� ���
�e��� ���
e��� ����e���

� ���	��e��� ������e��� ����e��� ����	e��� ����e��� ���e���

 �����e��� �����e��� 
���e��� �����e��� 	��	e��� ����e���

	 ����	�e��� 
�����e��� ��		e��	 �����e��� 	��e��� ���
e���

� ��
		�e��� �����
e��� ����e��
 �����e�� 	��e��� ����e���


 ��
��e��� ������e��� 	���e��� �����e��	 	��e��� ����e���

� ��
��e��� �����
e��� ����e��� �����e��	 	��e��� ����e���

� ��

�e��� �����
e��� 	�

e��� ���
�e��� 	��e��� ����e���

� ��

	e��� �����	e��� ��	
e��� �����e��
 	��e��� ����e���

�� ��

	e��� ������e��� ����e��� ����e��� 	��e��� ����e���

�� ��

	e��� ������e��� �	�e��� �����e��� 	��e��� ����e���

�� ��

	e��� ������e��� �
��e��� 	��e��� ����e���

Table �� Primal dual interior method with merit function ���� on Example �����

As the table indicates� the search directions tend to become orthogonal to r��� and
the steplengths �k and total displacements xk�� � xk tend to zero� We should note that
the backtracking line search based on the merit function ���� automatically ensured that
the iterates remained well inside the positivity constraints ����� so that bounds ���� did
not need to be enforced explicitly� The algorithm terminated at iteration �� when the
line search procedure failed to reduce the value of ��� The �nal iterate is� to �ve digits�
z � ������e � ��� ������e � ���

Note that the behavior of the iteration is very similar to that observed for the nonlinear
system of equations described in Example �� In fact� since the merit function is given
by ����� we can view the use of the interior method as the application of a standard line
search Newton method to the nonlinear system ����� In this light� the point z can be
considered as a singular non�stationary point cf� ����� since F �

�z� is numerically singular�
and since z is neither a solution of ���� nor a stationary point of the merit function� It is
also easy to verify that the conditions ���� and ���� are satis�ed by the function F� at the
limit point z � ������e� ��� ������e� ��� so that by Theorem ��� it is not surprising that
the algorithm grinds to a halt here�

In summary� the iteration was unable to su	ciently reduce the optimality conditions of
the barrier problem� as measured by the norm of the KKT error� ��� If the interior method
required a higher accuracy in this optimality measure� then the algorithm would fail by
converging to the singular non�stationary point z of the barrier problem� �

Let us discuss the signi�cance of Example �� The fact that the primal�dual iteration
can fail for a �xed value of �� does not follow from Example �� since a primal�dual system
such as ���� always contains one or more equations involving products of variables� namely
the perturbed complementarity conditions� This is not the case in the system ����� and
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therefore� it is not clear from the discussion in section � that convergence to stationary
points can be proved for systems of the primal�dual form�

��� A Globally Convergent Feasible Method�

We now address the question of whether failures of the type just described can occur with
other� more appropriate� merit functions� If all the iterates are feasible� the merit function
can be chosen simply as the barrier function ����� We will show that� for this choice of
merit function� a feasible interior method cannot converge to singular non�stationary points
if certain precautions are taken to control the Hessian approximation� To establish this
result� we need to describe the interior point iteration in more detail�

The perturbed KKT conditions for problem ���� are given by

rfx��Ax�� � � ���a�

Gx��� �e � �� ���b�

where � � IRm are the Lagrange multipliers estimates� Ax�T is the Jacobian of gx�� Gx�
is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Gx�ii � gix�� and e is the m�vector of all
ones� The search direction of a feasible primal�dual interior method is obtained by applying
Newton�s method to ���� at the current iterate xk� �k�� giving�

r�Lk �Ak

%kA
T
k Gk

��
dx
d�

�
� �

�
rfk �Ak�k
Gk�k � �e

�
� ����

where

Lx� �� � fx��
mX
i��

�igix�

is the Lagrangian of the nonlinear program ���� and %k is a diagonal matrix satisfying
%ke � �k�

The steplength �k will be determined by means of a line search that satis�es the Wolfe
conditions on the barrier function ���

��xk � �kdk� � ��xk� � � �kr��xk�T dk ���a�

r��xk � �kdk�
Tdk � �r��xk�Tdk� ���b�

where � and � are constants that satisfy � � � � � � ��
The matrix Gk is positive de�nite for all k since we assume that all iterates are strictly

feasible with respect to the constraint gx� � �� Therefore we can rewrite ���� ash
r�Lk �AkG

��
k %kA

T
k

i
dx � �rfk � �AkG

��
k e � �r��xk� ����a�

d� � ��k �G��
k �e� %kA

T
k dx�� ����b�

If the coe	cient matrix in ����a� is positive de�nite� then the search direction can be
shown to be a descent direction for a variety of merit functions
 otherwise� it is customary
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to modify it so that its eigenvalues are bounded above and away from zero for all k ��� �� ����
We will assume here that such a matrix modi�cation is performed� This approach is thus
similar to that used in unconstrained optimization� where global convergence can be proved
if the Hessian approximations Bk have eigenvalues bounded above and away from zero�

We are concerned here only with the possibility that a feasible primal�dual algorithm
could fail near a point where the gradients of the active constraints are linearly dependent�
making the Jacobian in ���� singular� We now describe an algorithm for minimizing a
barrier function for �xed � for which this type of failure cannot occur�

Algorithm �� Feasible Primal�Dual Method for Barrier Problem ����

Choose an initial iterate x�� ��� such that gx�� � � and �� � �� and select a constant
� � �� �� say � � �������

Repeat until the barrier problem ���� is solved to some accuracy�

Step � De�ne Bk as
Bk � r�Lxk� �k� �AkG

��
k %kA

T
k �����

provided this matrix is su	ciently positive de�nite
 otherwise let Bk be a modi�cation
of the matrix in the right hand side of ������

Step � Solve

Bkdk � �r��xk� �����

d� � ��k �G��
k �e� %kA

T
k dx��

Step � Set
xk�� � xk � �kdk� �k�� � �k � ��kd�

where �k satis�es the Wolfe conditions ����� and ��k is the largest value in ��� �� such
that �k�� � �� ���k�

End Repeat

Step�selection strategies di�erent from the one given in step � have been proposed in the
literature ��� �� ���� The rule given in step � is� however� general enough for our purposes�

Our analysis will be done under the following assumptions�

Assumptions�

A�� fx� is twice continuously di�erentiable and bounded below on the feasible region�

A�� r�fx�� r�gix�� and rgix� are bounded on the convex hull of the feasible region�

A�� The matrices fBkg in ����� are positive de�nite with eigenvalues bounded above and
away from zero�

Theorem 	�� If assumptions A
	A� hold� then any limit point of the sequence of iterates
generated by Algorithm 
 is a stationary point of the barrier function �����
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Proof� The system ����� de�nes a Newton�like step on the barrier problem ����� with a
matrix that has eigenvalues bounded above and away from zero� We now use an adaptation
of standard unconstrained minimization analysis to show that any limit point of the sequence
of iterates fxkg is a stationary point of the function ���

Since the barrier function �� is in�nite at the boundary of the feasible region fx � gx� �
�g� assumption A� and the decrease condition ���a� imply that there exists � � � such
that all the iterates fxkg are contained in the set

S� � fx � gx� � �eg�
The logarithm function has bounded derivatives on the closed set �����	�� and thus� as�
sumption A� implies that r��x� has a Lipschitz constant� say L� on the larger set S����
Let us now consider two cases�

Case �a� If at iteration k� the entire line segment �xk� xk��� is contained in S���� then

using ���b� and the fact that r��xk�T dk � �� we have

� � ��r��xk�Tdk � r��xk����r��xk��T dk
� Lkdkk��k�

which implies that

�k � � � ��

L

r��xk�Tdk
kdkk� � �����

Now� from ���a��
��xk�� ��xk��� � ���kr��xk�T dk�

which� together with ������ gives

��xk�� ��xk��� � �� � ��

L

�
r��xk�Tdk

kdkk

��
� �����

Case �b� If the line segment �xk� xk��� is not contained in S���� then for some i � f�� ����mg�
gixk � �dk� � ��� and gixk� � �

for some � � �� �k�� Therefore

��� � jgixk � �dk�� gixk�j
� �Ckdkk�

where C� the Lipschitz constant of gi� is guaranteed to exist by Assumption A�� Hence

kxk�� � xkk � �kkdkk � �kdkk � ���C�� �����

Now� using ���a� and ������ and recalling r��xk�T dk � � we have

��xk�� ��xk��� � ���kr��xk�Tdk
� ���

�C

r��xk�T dk
kdkk � �����
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We can now combine the two cases� Since the barrier function in ���� decreases at
each step� the sequence f��xk�g is monotonically decreasing� If fxkg has a limit point�
and since �� is continuous the sequence f��xk�g is bounded below and thus convergent�
Hence� ����� and ����� imply that

�r��xk�Tdk
kdkk

� �� �����

By assumption A�� there exist constants ��� �� � � such that �k� � �� and �� � �kn for all k�
where �k� and �kn denote the largest and smallest eigenvalues of Bk� respectively� Therefore

�r��xk�T dk
kdkk �

r��xk�TB��
k r��xk�

kB��
k r��xk�k

� kr��xk�k���k�
kr��xk�k��kn

� ��
��
kr��xk�k�

The limit ����� then gives kr��xk�k � �� proving the result� �

It should be noted that the Hessian modi�cation prescribed in Step � of Algorithm �
can easily be done� and in such a way that it is not needed near a solution x�� ��� of
the barrier problem ���� for which Ax�� is full rank and r���x�� is su	ciently positive
de�nite� Thus it does not interfere with the quadratic convergence of Newton�s method in
such cases� Here is one such modi�cation� To ensure boundedness of the modi�ed Hessian
we can modify the multiplier estimates by

b�k�i � minf�k�i� c ��gixk�g i � �� � � � �m� c � ��

These modi�ed multipliers will be uniformly bounded since� as established in the proof
of Theorem ���� the constraints gixk� are all bounded away from zero� and therefore a
Hessian approximation ����� using these multipliers will be bounded� Since ���b� holds at
a stationary point of the barrier problem this modi�cation will not occur near such a point�

To ensure positive de�niteness� standard techniques such as a modi�ed Cholesky fac�
torization ���� �� can be used to modify Bk� Since Bk should approach r���x��� near a
stationary point this modi�cation will not be necessary as long as r���x�� is su	ciently
positive de�nite�

In summary� we are arguing that the situation regarding global convergence of Algo�
rithm � is analogous to that of Newton�s method for unconstrained minimization� and
potential singularity of the Jacobian Ak in ���� will cause no problems�

��� Failure To Achieve Feasibility

As we mentioned at the beginning of this section� an interior method can fail because it
cannot attain feasibility� W�achter and Biegler ���� describe a problem for which a general
class of interior methods is unable to generate a feasible point� even in the limit� An instance



��

of their problem is given by

min fx� ����a�

subject to x��
� � x� � � � � ����b�

x� � x	 � � � � ����c�

x� � �� x	 � �� ����d�

where the objective fx� is any smooth function� They show that� for a large choice of
starting points� the iterates remain bounded away from the feasible region and from any
stationary point of the norm of the constraints� This failure of the iteration takes place
regardless of the choice of merit function� and with any iteration that imposes the linearized
equality constraints

hxk� � h�xk�d � �� �����

where hx� � � denotes the equality constraints ����b�&����c�� What occurs with a typical
implementation is that steps towards satisfaction of ����� are blocked by the bounds� forcing
the step to be truncated� The iterates converge to a point on the edge of the bounds where
the gradients of all active constraints are dependent� The presence of the bounds plays a
key role in blocking progress toward feasibility�

We now describe an example� where the bounds play no role� in which a class of Newton
methods cannot attain feasibility� regardless of the choice of merit function and of the step
selection strategy�

Example 	 Consider the problem

min fx� y� z� ����a�

subject to �
�

h
x� y �

p
�z � y � x��

i
� � ����b�

p
�

�
x� y �

p
�z � ��y � x� � � ����c�

z � ��� ����d�

where f � IR	 � IR is any smooth function� We will show that� for a range of infeasible initial
points x�� y�� z��� any line search algorithm whose search direction d satis�es the lineariza�
tion of the constraints ����b�&����c� will never achieve feasibility even asymptotically�
nor converge to a stationary point of constraint violation�

Since Newton�s method is invariant under linear transformation of variables� we can
consider its behavior after the change of variables�B� x

y
z

CA
��� ��� �p��� ����

���
p
��� ����p

��� �
p
���

���
���B� x

y
z

CA �

A computation shows that� under this change of variables� the constraints ����b�&����c�
are transformed into the system of equations ����� from Example �� which we rewrite for



��

convenience�

F x� y� z� �

�
x� y�

�x� ��y

�
�

�
�
�

�
�

The feasible region for problem ������ after this change of variables� is fx� y� z � x � y �
�� z � ��g�

We can now reason as in Example � except for the presence of the variable z� which
plays no role�� Consider the plane

P � f�� y� z� � y� z � IRg


which is disjoint from the feasible region� If xk� yk� zk� � P� with yk �� �� and the search
direction d satis�es Fk � F �

kd � �� then it follows from ����� that d has the form

d � ���� � y�k
�yk

� dz� dz � IR�

This implies that xk��� yk��� zk��� � xk� yk� zk���d will also belong to P for any positive
steplength �� and therefore the iterates will never become feasible� Moreover� the gradient
of the constraint violation �x� y� z� � �

�
kF x� y� z�k� is bounded away from zero on P� as

from ����� we have that kr��� y� z�k � � for all y� z � IR� �

The examples and analysis in this section show that failure of a feasible primal�dual
iteration can occur with a KKT�based merit function of the form ����� but� under certain
conditions� failure will not occur with the barrier function ���� as a merit function� With
a method that generates infeasible iterates failure can take place in the neighborhood of
a point where that active constraints are dependent� This can occur because of the e�ect
of bounds or inequality constraints as in the example of W�achter and Biegler or without
involvement from bounds as in Example �� which displays essentially the same type of failure
that occurs in Examples � and ��
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